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With the goal of engaging students in community involvement, the Baking and Pastry Art class at Northlands Parkway
Collegiate baked over 400 Christmas cookies for Genesis House and other caterings.

On Friday, the seven students from the level 1 class, comprised of grade 10 to 12 students, presented the cookies to
Genesis House staff, which in turn gave a 30 min presentation on the work Genesis House does within the community.

Grade 10 student, Anna Dyck says it's heartwarming to see their creations will be making people's days.

"It's really exciting. We all love baking, and we get to help others in that process, so it's a very awesome feeling."

Jessica Goertzen, grade 11, agrees that doing small things for the community feels good.

"I have heard of Genesis House, but I'm not sure what it's all about; however, if we're preparing stuff for a good reason,
then why not?"

The idea to bake cookies for Genesis House came when Baking and Pastry Arts teacher, Shelley Nikkel, says a staff
member from Genesis House was inquiring about catering.
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Wanting to allow her students the chance to be involved in the community, getting the students to bake their favourite
Christmas cookie recipes and donate them to Genesis House was a natural fit.

Although a small gesture, Samantha Toews, children's counsellor at Genesis House, feels it does a lot of good. The
cookies will be added to necessity baskets, which include toiletries and other needed products, and given to families over
the Christmas season. Toews says not only is it great to get students involved in community work, having the opportunity
to visit them at school is an invaluable tool.

"I think it's really cool to be able to come into a classroom setting and deliver to smaller groups of people, especially in
high schools. We do a lot of outreach to businesses and municipalities, but to get in the high schools and get talking
about what we do. Especially in smaller groups, we can get better discussions and have a bit more of a target."

Nikkels says they always try to do something in the community each semester, so two groups of students over the year
will get to contribute someway.


